#Grasca

During #Nearching Factory, Cornelius Holtorf presented GRASCA, a PhD program from Linneaus University in Sweeden.

Big cathedral, little Della 🕍➕ #santiagodecompostela #nearching #grasca @ Catedral de Santiago [instagram.com/p/BP-jFG7jFEX/](https://instagram.com/p/BP-jFG7jFEX/)  

DELIA NI C ENQVIST  @DELIENQVIST  -  7 DAYS AGO

Sarah Howard  
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.@InstituteArch @IfA_NewGen #grasca example of different way based on mutual respect & benefits for academic & commercial sectors #Nearching  

9 DAYS AGO
Very interesting and involving the discussion about #Grasca Project: contract archaeology is a very controversial topic yet... #nearching

Relevant to other countries & independently from #Grasca: Does current hierarchy in #archaeology prevent urgently needed change? #Nearching twitter.com/nearching/stat...

@James__Dixon #grasca talking mutual relationships & benefit for commercial & academic. Differences but not getting in way of good research

Clearly, tensions are a topic to consider. Foundations won't fund if partners don't really participate

#Nearching #Grasca is a result of good Swedish economic situation? but also, other countries have tensions among archaeological groups

#Nearching @FCriadoBoado considers that #Grasca is a good example of engagement of different agents and archaeology @CorneliusKalmar
@CorneliusKalmar presents his project #Grasca, graduate school in contract archaeology #Nearching pic.twitter.com/rAO5CjYiH8

CARGA @ARQUEOCARGA · 9 DAYS AGO
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#Nearching #Grasca tries to transform archaeological sector- expand the market, new services, new applications and transform then research

9 DAYS AGO

Heritage Futures
@Future_Heritage

Our co-I @CorneliusKalmar speaking at #Nearching about his other great focus #Grasca twitter.com/DGUF1969/statu...

9 DAYS AGO
NEARCHing Factory
@nearching

#Nearching @CorneliusKalmar: #Grasca emerges from combination between The Knowledge Foundation, archaeological companies, Linnaeus University

9 DAYS AGO

@CorneliusKalmar: "Applied #heritage/#archaeology is about the potential of heritage/archaeology to transform society." #Grasca #Nearching pic.twitter.com/IxI8gPZUan

9 DAYS AGO
#Nearching #Grasca: How to teach a degree on heritage without mentioning the "Past"? Good challenge!! pic.twitter.com/JgxislCuCf

@FCRIADOBOADO · 9 DAYS AGO

NEARCHing Factory @nearching

#Nearching #Grasca @CorneliusKalmar defends collaboration between public and private sector to ensure archaeology's advancements

9 DAYS AGO

NEARCHing Factory @nearching

#Nearching #Grasca For @CorneliusKalmar sustainability is about change, not about keeping things as they have been so far

9 DAYS AGO
Now #grasca #nearching pic.twitter.com/0qrq1zqFLY

MARKIETO @EVAMARKATOU · 9 DAYS AGO

NEARCHing Factory @nearching

#Nearching @CorneliusKalmar considers that #Grasca is an example that builds on the power of the market. It is a positive road to take

9 DAYS AGO

NEARCHing Factory @nearching

#Nearching @FCriadoBoado asks whether #Grasca is a result of Sweden’s welfare?
@CorneliusKalmar

9 DAYS AGO
@CorneliusKalmar is presenting GRASCA right now before a short debate.

pic.twitter.com/Qby9QlOzdf
#Nearching in this moment #Grasca pic.twitter.com/Nb4M72gsGG

CARGA @ARQUEOCARGA - 9 DAYS AGO
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Monday, 15:30 - @CorneliusKalmar will present #Grasca at #Nearching lnu.se/grasca

11 DAYS AGO
Sunrise in Kalmar and it's #grasca time 😎 @linneuni #phdlife pic.twitter.com/jt4V5aObRY

FREDRIK GUNNARSSON @FREDRIKGUN - 15 DAYS AGO